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By NORA HOWE

Italian beauty brands have embraced digital strategies and a shift in values as they continue to recover from the
coronavirus crisis and look to further their foothold in the United States.

On Oct. 21, Beauty Made in Italy, a program that aims to promote Italian beauty products and brands to the U.S.
market and consumer, hosted a virtual panel discussion focusing on the impact of the coronavirus on the Italian
beauty industry. T he hour-long virtual panel, moderated by executive beauty editor of Women's Wear Daily Jenny B.
Fine, featured three beauty industry leaders: Fabio Berchi, CEO of SiFarma and executive board member for
internationalization at Cosmetica Italia; Antonino Laspina, Italian trade commissioner in New York at the Italian
T rade Agency; and Amy Parsons, CEO of Mozzafiato.
"Now is the time for the brands to really embrace their own storytelling and look for these ways to tell their story in
the US because people are open to it right now," Ms. Parsons said."T hey're looking and they're listening for these
types of products, and these connections to place and that's what Italy has better than anybody in the world."
A discussion on COVID-19
In response to a question regarding the Italian government's response to COVID-19 and how it has been supporting
businesses within the Italian beauty industry, Mr. Laspina emphasized agility and adaptability as major qualities of
both the government and beauty companies, especially when smaller companies relied so heavily on face-to-face
business.
"For [Italian beauty companies], participating in exhibitions was a basic strategy, Mr. Laspina said. "For them, it was
indispensable to talk with people, to show the products, to give demonstrations.
"T hese small companies were not big enough to count on traditional media for communication," he said. "T heir
agility and adaptability is proven by the fact that they are reacting in appropriate ways. T hey are participating in
webinars and digital events.
"T here is a kind of acceptance by the Italian companies that they have to adjust to the new situation, and they will be

coming out of this present situation with new qualities and will be ready for the new normal."
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As discussions concerning a second-wave of COVID-19 gain momentum, many wonder how beauty companies
might reapply strategies from the first wave to the months ahead, and what the implications are with a potential
second wave of the virus.
"When we wake up in the morning, the first thing we touch is a cosmetic it can be soap or toothpaste," Mr. Berchi
said. "Our first concentration in the next few months, especially if we have a return of the pandemic, will be to
develop the culture of using cosmetics for personal hygiene."
"We must also continue to communicate with our customers we cannot leave them alone," he said."But we feel
strongly that the capacity for reaction by the cosmetic industry will be positive."
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As Italian beauty brands look to expand their businesses and permeate the United States market, it is important to
consider how they must shift their marketing strategies and brand experience strategies toward a digital model.
Ms. Parsons is in the midst of launching a new retail platform, MozzaFiato, which will exclusively feature a
collection of authentic Italian beauty brands curated for the North American market. Due to the pandemic, however,
Ms. Parsons and her team have had to adapt and utilize digital strategies to create an immersive online experience
for their customers.
"When you see our ecommerce site, it is built as much of a travel website as a beauty store," Ms. Parsons said. "When
you go onto the website, every one of our 17 brands has built out their own brand page where they tell the history of
their company."
"Some of these companies date back hundreds of years, multi-generations. So they explain to you and educate our
visitors about the brand and where they come from."
"Once COVID-19 came to us, it immediately forced everyone across the board out of their comfort zones," Ms.
Parsons said. "All the brands we were working with had this mindset of being open to new ways of doing business
new partners, new geographies, new ways of putting deals together."
A beautiful future
All three speakers seem optimistic about the trajectory of the industry as a whole, even in the face of such adversity

with the pandemic. T he beauty industry has made significant strides towards embracing and exploring how digital
and physical in-store experiences will shift permanently to compliment each other.
While the beauty industry, including luxury players, is usually among the first to embrace digital trends, this has only
been accelerated by the coronavirus pandemic. According to digital marketing agency T inuiti's "Beauty Industry
T rends Report 2020," the sector remains resilient as both purchase frequency and spending are up year-over-year. A
quarter of shoppers have also increased their online spending during the pandemic, but high-priority purchases have
changed (see story).
For instance, e.l.f. Cosmetics began its digital transformation two years ago when it shut down its retail stores and
invested its money in the powerhouse of behind-the-scenes ecommerice, digital marketing and fulfillment to make
the customer experience as smooth as possible. During the pandemic, the brand saw a dramatic shift of consumers
opting in for more skincare, with sales up 66 percent (see story).
"It's going to be a seamless blend going forward between digital and physical," Ms. Parsons said. "When you're in
the store, you're going to be interacting with digital and when you're digital you can be looking at what's going on in
the stores."
"As we are forced into the digital right now, when we start to enter the physical again, it'll be much more seamless
and people are going to expect this from their retail experience in the future," she said.
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